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STAY &
PLAY
SUCCESS!

Stay and Play
Sessions are
SENsational
Success!
In May we did a revamp of our regular
stay and play/coffee mornings.
We wanted to put the
emphasis on the ‘Stay and
Play’ for early years children
and for parents to be able
to bring them to a safe and
enjoyable session, where
there is an opportunity to
meet other families who have
children with SEND too! Run
by Amina and Hannah, who
are two of our parent reps, the
first session was a big success!
Hannah: “Our first SEND Stay
and Play session was amazing!
It was a lot of fun and really
heart-warming to see other

parents and carers connecting
together and sharing their
SEND journeys whilst having
a well-earned cuppa! It was
also a great opportunity for
parents and carers to find out
about different services that
are available to support them
and their children too. The
children were brilliant and
had lots of fun playing and
interacting with the toys and
activities, and each other too!
Our hopes for the future are to
have this as a regular session
for parents, carers and children
to enjoy and benefit from.”

JOIN OUR MAILING LIST
swindonsendfamiliesvoice.org.uk/mailing-list-sign-up

Make sure you have your say on current
surveys, consultations and focus groups and for
information about our events and workshops.

Parent feedback:
“It’s fantastic, we
don’t come across
sessions like this
often. The play
sessions that are
out there don’t suit
him at all. It’s great coming
here with appropriate toys for
him, for him to be exposed
to other children, and for me
to be able to speak to other
parents who are in a similar
situation and understand
what I’m going through. It
doesn’t help having a child
with additional needs during
lockdown, we were very
isolated and we were before
Covid too! So, it’s nice to be
able to go to a session that is
normal for us as opposed to
being in environments where
they don’t meet our needs.”

Call us on 07486 873405 or email swindonsendfamiliesvoice@outlook.com

www.swindonsendfamiliesvoice.org.uk

SwindonSENDFamiliesVoice

Our Stay and Play sessions
are for families who have
children aged 0-5 with SEND
and take place at Central@
RLK Preschool (which is on
the grounds of Robert Le
Kyng Primary School in a
separate building to the
right of the primary school)
Westcott Street, Swindon, SN1
5HS. Look at our Facebook
page, website or join our free
mailing list here.
It is free to attend but
you need to book a place
to attend by emailing:
sendstayandplay.ssfv@
outlook.com
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Local SEND
Champions
In each newsletter we speak to local
people and organisations who are
making a difference in the SEND
community. This time we spoke to Fi
Da Silva-Adams the Founder & CEO of
Revolution Performing Arts!
Revolution Performing
Arts (RPA) is a popular and
inclusive performing arts
company whose ethos is
that they are specialists
in nurturing, expression
and empowerment. From
opening in 2007 as ‘Drama
Babes’ for toddlers and preschoolers, the company has
expanded due to popular
demand and now hold
regular performances at the
Wyvern Theatre and Swindon
Arts Centre, holiday clubs,
Birthday parties and much
more in Swindon, Oxfordshire
and Gloucestershire!

to do something that would
give me more time to spend
with my children, but there
was nothing much at the
time for really young children.
I originally set up a group
and called it Drama Babes. I
wanted to provide something
for 18 months to 7 year olds to
capture their imagination and
creativity. I got an old piece
of rolled up carpet and told
them it was a magic carpet.
At first there were 4 children
and they loved the magic
carpet. Their imagination was
unleashed! That was about 15
years ago now.”

Where did it all begin?
Fi told us, “Previously I was the
general manager of a theatre
company and after having
my second baby I wanted

“I DIDN’T REALISE AT THE
TIME HOW UNIQUE THE
WAY I TAUGHT WAS.”

“I really bonded with the
young children and within a
year I was doing 13 classes.
Eventually we changed the
name to RPA because it
wasn’t just drama and we
had become all genders and
all ages and all performing
arts. I wanted to revolutionise
the way performing arts
was taught, so we changed
the name to Revolution
Performing Arts!”
You are well known for
being inclusive, why do
you think that is?
“When it comes to children
with SEND, I had a lovely
phone call from a parent
who had researched me. She
asked me, did I realise the
way I taught was in a way that
would connect with children
who are autistic? I never really
thought about that before
and didn’t really know why I
do what I do. I just thought
children were shaped and
put through a mill to be
all the same in society and
for me that wasn’t right.
This thought inspired me. I
thought everyone taught
the way I teach, but it’s only
just occurred to me now I
am about to be assessed for
ADHD. I think differently and

see things differently, and
suddenly now everything
makes sense to me.
Because of that conversation
with the parent, we
developed a friendship
with families so they
wouldn’t feel isolated and
their young people could
just be themselves. All the
young people who attend
are themselves, and we
have coffee and support for
parents to stay and talk to one
another. We call it our ‘Forever
Friendship’ group and all are
welcome to attend. It’s very
non-judgemental, and is an
empowering, nurturing and
safe environment.”
How have you grown over
the years?
“We now have about 400
children who regularly
attend and about 1,000
who come to us via the HAF
(Holiday, Activities and Food)
programme in addition to
school holiday activities. We
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used to do 1 performance a
year, but now we put on 6
performances. 5 of them are
at the Arts Centre, and 1 big
performance at the Wyvern
Theatre. This year we called
it ‘The Show Must Go On’. We
were successful in receiving
National Lottery funding for
the Wyvern performance and
we receive project grants
from Arts Council England.”

“You can take a child who
never gets the main part, who
stands at the back in school
plays. They may feel they
aren’t confident but desperate
inside to have their moment.
We take that person and we
put them right at the very
front and they do what makes
them happy.”

Do you know how many
children with SEND you
have had through your
doors over the years?

“We often do work in the
Swindon Domestic Abuse
Support Service (SDASS)
Refuge, and we provide
it for free. Performing arts
can make a positive impact
on trauma. I remember
seeing a 4 year old who was
desperately shy, traumatised
and was hiding away wouldn’t speak. Within 1.5
hours she was singing Frozen
to me with her head held
high. Using your voice can
be an escape from trauma
and when you sing you are
releasing the pain from the
trauma. Young people aren’t
heard enough, and she was
heard.”

“We don’t record how
many children we have with
SEND, but I would say it’s
easily 65-70% of the children
who attend. I wouldn’t call
ourselves a purely SEND
organisation, but we are
inclusive in every sense of
the word. For example, a child
who is particularly anxious,
but a standard performing
arts group may not suit,
we would welcome with
open arms.”

Do you have a standout
moment over the years?

What do you love the most
about what you do?
“Seeing children reveal their
joyful selves and hearing
the applause from parents
appreciating the pure joy
and expressive nature of the
children, brings me such
pleasure.”

If you would like to know
more about the fantastic
work Fi and the RPA team
do, you can contact her via
the Facebook page:
@RevolutionPerformingArts
or website:
www.revolutionpa.co.uk

Our library is not just
for books!
Some of the items we have in
our library include:
A reminder that the SEND
Sharing Service costs only
£3 per year, and there are
no additional costs involved
with hiring the items, with
the exception of some
large items that require a
refundable deposit paid.

• Disability pushchairs
• A dark den pop up tent with
sensory lights
SCOOTER
BOARD

EAR
DEFENDERS

PUSHCHAIR

BORROW

Access the SEND Sharing Service here:

swindonsendsharingservice.lend-engine.com

• iPad Mini
• Fidget toy packs
• Communication Flash Cards
• Adaptive cutlery
• Ear defenders
• Weighted lap blankets

Find the SEND Sharing Service on Facebook: facebook.com/SwindonSENDSharingService
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Spotlight on our
Parent Carer Reps
Every newsletter we introduce you to
one of our parent carer representatives.
This month we are introducing…

Carrie McColl
I'm mum to an almost 12
year old child and up until
lockdown, I wouldn't have
considered myself to have
a child with SEND. But now
they are struggling with
their mental health and I've
been battling for the correct
support for over a year. When
I'm not advocating for them,
I'm a counsellor running my
own private practice as well
as working for Swindon SEND
Families voice and another
local charity, Inner Flame,
where I’m about to become
a facilitator for our Manage
Anxiety Your Way programme!
I like to be busy!

What do you enjoy about
being a parent rep?
It's really opened my eyes
to how much work goes on
behind the scenes within local
councils, educational and
clinical teams, plus voluntary
and charity services, to try and
support those with SEND. The
lack of funding is known to us
all but what I hadn't expected
was to see such passion and
commitment to make the
best use of the money they
do have, and having a say in
how things are done. I love
being in these meetings
and hearing the dedication
and compassion from those
who want to make a positive
difference. I get to work with
a great bunch of people
who all have different lived
experiences but who all want
to make big changes happen.
What has been your
proudest moment?
I've only been doing this for 5
months so not sure I can have
a proud moment yet! I guess
for me it would be becoming
a parent rep in the first place.
I doubted that I could do
it as my 'only' experience

is supporting a child with
mental health needs and
I didn’t really see that as a
special educational need.
Thankfully I took a chance and
applied and now realise that
mental health problems are a
huge part of SEND for adults
and young people.
If you could change one
thing about SEND?
I never want anyone to hear
what I did when asking for
support - that it’s ‘just anxiety’.
I would like mental health
challenges to have more
recognition as an aspect of
SEND in their own right, not
just a symptom of something
else. Schools rarely recognise
anxiety as a barrier to learning
and yet it’s what keeps so
many children from attending.
I feel so much is needed
within the education system
to support those who struggle
in big classes, who hate noise,

pressure or being told what
they can and can’t learn. I
never want any parents to
be made to feel like a failure
by schools if their child isn’t
attending. Believe me, we will
be trying our hardest to get
them to school just to avoid
the judgements that come if
we don’t!
What do you do when you
are not a parent rep?
Well, when I’m not doing
one of my other jobs, I focus
on self-care with reading,
diamond painting and
cooking. I’m also a huge fan
of spa days and would be at
Center Parcs every weekend
if I could afford it! I’ve got
2 house rabbits for much
needed animal therapy, and I
like to swim and go cycling. I
do have a gym membership
so will be making more of an
effort to use that as I do love
to lift heavy weights!
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SEND & Inclusion Strategy
You may recall that last October Ofsted and CQC came back
to Swindon to do a SEND Inspection Revisit for the local area.
This followed on from the main inspection in November 2018
when Swindon received a report detailing 8 areas of significant
weakness that the Local Authority and Clinical Commissioning
Group needed to address. A plan had to be created.
This was called a Written Statement of
Action (WSOA). The WSOA came to an
end about a year ago and at the revisit
Ofsted and CQC made the conclusion
that all 8 priorities had made enough
progress to satisfy their requirements.
Whether you agree or disagree
with their decision, it’s important to
understand that work is continuing
to be done to address ongoing issues
and concerns.
The SEND and Inclusion Strategy has
6 priorities, and a member of Swindon
SEND Families Voice has been
allocated to each one. We wanted to
use this newsletter as an opportunity
to highlight the 6 areas, and what is
being done to improve services in
each priority area.
This time we are focussing on
Priority 2 and Michelle Lloyd, who
is the SSFV team member for this
priority, shares what is happening
within the Priority and the difference
they hope to achieve for local
families…

Priority 2: All working together to
plan services
Professional Lead is the Director of
Nursing & Quality at BSW CCG.
What area is the priority focussed
on? Co-production - this means that joint
working becomes the way professionals
work at all times.
Who are the key people in your
group? Health, Social Care, Education,
SEND Team, Advisory Teachers.
How are you making sure the
parents voice is at the heart of the
conversation? Have you felt listened
too? I have been invited to all the
meetings around this priority and have
been asked for input into various areas.
The group regularly ask me for input into
how to improve processes and what
parent’s views are regularly. The lead
likes to clarify that parent carer views are
gained before signing off on any work.
What improvements have been
made so far or will be made when the
priority is fully actioned?
Joint working has already begun
between the LA and special schools,
as well as across the SENCO network.
Currently we are working out a plan to

Feedback
“I just wanted to say thank you so much for your newsletter. It is awesome!
We always signpost all parents who use any of our services to your
organisation and encourage them to make contact or join you on Facebook.
We will display this newsletter proudly in our parent room so that anyone
who is not signed up can see what an amazing organisation you are. Thank
you so much to each and every one of you for everything you do.”
Specialist Early Years provider

ensure consistent use and collection
of parent carers and child or young
people’s voices throughout all services
that they access, from commissioning
and planning through to reviewing
processes. Also, we are looking at how
integrated working can support the ‘Tell
It Once Principle’ to show and allow for
effective support and efficient working
and improving confidence and trust
links with families and young people.
We are working to create strong quality
assurance processes that can be rolled
out across all services.
What are you hopes for the priority?
My hopes are that by the end of this
work, we as families can see the joint
working across all services and feel
that there is full communication and
coproduction throughout services
with accountability and fluidity, so that
we do not have to repeat ourselves
continuously or have to chase various
departments to access the care required
for our children and young people.
You can view the SEND &
Inclusion Strategy in full
on the Swindon Local Offer
website here
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FACT

Nausheen Ali

PARTICIPATION & ENGAGEMENT CO-ORDINATOR
I have recently taken
on a new role as the
Participation and
Engagement Co-ordinator.
I am reaching out to families
who have children and young
people with SEND who are
from harder to reach groups
within our community. We’re
all very lucky to be able to
reach out to family and friends
and get the support we need.
But this isn’t always the case
especially when you are new
to the country or English isn’t
your first language.

It’s very important for me the
reach out to all the corners of
the community to show them
support and make them feel
welcomed. It’s important
that their voices are heard
when we are feeding back
to the Local Authority and
Health services locally, as well
as for National issues and
consultations. Every time I
reach one family and make
them smile, it makes me feel
ecstatic. My main aim is to
build a positive relationship
with them, it’s a slow and

56 PARENTS

steady process but I’m willing
to take the time.
So far I’ve been in contact
with the Harbour Project, SBC
Fostering team, Nelson’s Trust,
Voluntary Action Swindon,
Swindon Domestic Abuse,
Dash, Tenant Lead Service,
Early Help Hub, Parenting
Hub, Looked after and
Adopted children.

SEND Transitions and Support Packs
lived in Swindon but attended
a preschool outside of the
area. We also put together 10
packs to give to families in
urgent need such as Ukrainian
refugees. We handed out an
additional 20 packs for older
children at the Transition to
Adulthood Roadshow.
Emma O’Neil - Early Years
Quality Development and
Inclusion Lead at SBC
For the second year running we were able to secure
additional funding to put together our SEND
Information Packs for families who have children with
SEND moving on from preschool to Reception.
With the support of the
Early Years team at Swindon
Borough Council, and in
particular Emma O’Neil, who
is the Early Years Quality
Development and Inclusion
Lead, we invited every
Preschool and Nursery
setting in the Swindon
area to order the number
of packs they needed for

“It is great to hear that you
have been able to offer so
many of these packs to
support children transitioning
to school. They will make
every child in their setting
a real difference to the
that met the criteria (those
children, families and
who have any SEND and
settings. I’m really glad
are moving on to primary
(but not surprised!)
school in September 2022).
to hear that you’ve
We delivered a total of 232
already been getting
packs to 58 different settings,
positive feedback.”
including to the homes of
several families who met the
One parent told
age criteria and were Home
us “Thank you! Just
Educating their child, or who dropped my boy off

have attended our Branches
Support Group in 2022 so far

FACT

There are

13 MEMBERS
of the SSFV team!

FACT
?

!
We spoke to

58 PEOPLE

at the recent Transitions to
Adulthood Roadshow

at nursery and received mine!
It has been so helpful!”
The packs are put together
and delivered by our team
of volunteers, so we would
like to take this opportunity
to thank them for their hard
work and support in
getting all the packs
out there to every
corner of the Borough!
We hope we are
successful in receiving
a grant to do it all
again next year.
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Letter from the Chair
PARENT VOICE SURVEY:

Questions about dyslexia
and literacy difficulties
Representatives from the Cognition and Learning Advisory
Support Service (CLASS) and Educational Psychology
Service (EPS) are currently working together to produce a
guidance document on supporting dyslexia and literacy
difficulties in Swindon.
Their aim is that the new guidance will offer schools and
parents more clarity and more consistent messaging about
dyslexia and literacy difficulties. This should include how
we may expect children and young people with dyslexia
and literacy difficulties to be supported in Swindon.
We would like to gather some questions from parents
which we hope to answer through the guidance
itself and a frequently asked
questions (FAQs) section.
You can complete the short survey
via this link or by using the QR code!

Passenger Transport
Assistant Update
From September 2022, all permanent Passenger Transport
Assistants will have Swindon Borough Council mobile phones and
email addresses. It has been a bumpy road to get these in place,
and is a very welcomed development. Currently only personal
mobile phones are used, and providing a business phone and
email is therefore a more appropriate way of communicating
between families and their Passenger Transport Assistants. This
will mean that parents will be provided with these contact details
and will be asked to use these only moving forward.

As we hurl headlong into the countdown to
the Summer Holidays, I wanted to share with
you something I found helpful at the start of
my SEN journey.
Over the past 12 years, as parent of a child with
a complex medical disability, I have often been
asked to describe my journey. One of the most
useful pieces of information I was signposted to by
another parent, was a poem by Emily Perl Kingsley
called Welcome to Holland. Welcome To Holland
— Emily Perl Kingsley
It describes the emotional progress very well from
what you are expecting from the start of your
parenting journey to what you actually experience.
You start with the picture in your mind of what
type of parent you will be, how your child will
develop and grow and succeed in life. There is
nothing wrong with that dream, and for most
parents it is a very similar one. Then you realise that
actually, everything you once considered needs
to be adjusted. Milestones need to be moved,
stages of development need adjusting and often,
new skills need to be learnt. This new journey is
often a surprise, with a few bumps and periods of
turbulence, and while you may need time to adjust
to your new destination, it isn’t a completely bad
place. For a lot of families that we come in contact
with, this journey is very similar, it just comes later
into the parenting life.
Traversing this new road is often lonely and scary
but if you have the right map, signposting and
support, then it will make things a lot smoother for
everyone. Swindon SEND Families Voice strive to
help in that regard. The journey can often be very
turbulent – particularly at the start – but we are
all somewhere along our journey on the way to
Holland with you and we welcome and guide any
new travellers along the way.
Best Wishes

Michelle

